Living a new normal
E-commerce predictions & recommendations
for a post–COVID-19 reality
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Introduction

Introduction

With the end of the COVID-19
crisis nowhere in sight, customers’
pre-Coronavirus purchasing habits
are being significantly challenged.
The conversation is no longer about
whether we are going to be hit by
a recession. Rather, it is about how
hard the recession will strike the
average business and its end
customers.

Yet, if we have learned anything about this world,
it is that where there is a crisis, there is also an
opportunity. Upon closer examination, we can
already see some trends emerging on the e-commerce
landscape. We can also predict how they will likely
dictate the rules of the game in the coming months.

In the following article, we are going to share our top predictions based on
the changes we have seen in e-commerce so far. We are also going to
provide a ready-to-use list of recommendations for businesses. These
have been divided into those that need to be implemented immediately,
those that need to be implemented within the next couple of months, and
those that will need to be implemented in 6-months’ time. By considering
our advice, you will see how you can rapidly transform your pre-COVID-19
structure and make the most of today’s e-commerce opportunities.

Introduction

Impact of Coronavirus on e-commerce
and regional inequalities
Before we proceed, it is important that we take a look at the global
Coronavirus landscape as of late-March 2020. China’s Wuhan
province, for instance, has been reporting no new domestic
infections day after day, while the rest of the world is preparing
for the epidemic’s peak. With this in mind, it becomes apparent
that e-commerce players need to localize their activities.
Why is this the case? Because the pandemic doesn’t hit each
country at the same time and with equal magnitude. E-commerce
businesses need to carefully analyze the markets that they are
present in. Some regions are just beginning to feel the impact
of the pandemic, while others are already on their way towards
the so-called ‘new normal’.
According to Nielsen, the stages of the COVID-19 pandemic can
be divided into 6 stages. As of late-March 2020, the majority of
the world falls anywhere between stage 4 (Quarantined living
preparation) and stage 6 (Living a ‘new normal’).

https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/2020/covid-19-tracking-the-impact-on-fmcg-and-retail/

Introduction

Rapid growth of e-commerce: Reach, Frequency, and
Monetary Value

Our clients have recently noted new records
in increases of e-commerce sales. In one
case the sales doubled in the recent week
(15-21 March) vs. the past week and tripled
vs. the same week a year ago. Obviously,
the increases may vary depending on
product category. However, there are three
factors that can lead us to expect e-sales
growth. They can be carefully analyzed,
monitored, and acted upon.

Three factors for e-sales growth:
1. Reach: we can expect that e-commerce penetration across the globe will reach
unprecedented levels. Many consumers – who were previously avid offline shoppers will turn to online shopping for safety reasons. This means we can also expect more
seniors to turn to e-commerce stores; and usually once someone shops for the first
time in a specific online category, then he or she is more likely to do it again. This leads
us to the second factor...
2. Frequency: for many consumers, pre-Corona virus e-commerce shopping was
confined to discretionary categories, such as fashion or electronics, while everyday
must-have products were bought offline. Now we can expect that - for some time many customers will be forced to do even grocery shopping online. However, this may
also lead them to discovering its advantages (e.g. door-to-door delivery). At the same
time, when ordering online, we buy differently. Whereas we could go to a local
supermarket for a few things only, when we order online, we most often accumulate
items and order more things at once. Hence the third factor...
3. Monetary value: an online shopping cart’s value is, on average, higher than that
for offline shopping. Orders – especially those during the pandemic – need to be
well-thought-out. As customers stay at home and don’t need to walk around the store,
they may also peruse more store categories and items – and do it in the comfort of their
own homes – for longer than they would in traditional stores. Another important factor
is shipping costs, which in many cases are generated for each separate order.
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Predictions

Predictions

Top 7

predictions
and their impact
on global
e-commerce

1.

Changing purchase habits post-COVID-19.

2. A long-term higher demand
for e-commerce post-COVID-19.
3. The rise of d-commerce
(digital commerce)
4. A combination of the physical and digital
5. The rise of shop streaming
– a live streaming and shopping experience.
6. Economic nationalism – people might turn to
buying local products.
7.

We don’t know how fast COVID-19 will
dissipate across the world. It can be expected
that countries will enter the ‘New Normal’
phase at different points in time.

Predictions

1.

A shift in purchasing patterns
In this period of economic uncertainty, and after a direct impact on many
businesses, resulting in layoffs or a massive decrease of household
income, we can expect consumption power – and as a result, consumer
budgets – to decrease.
The consumers’ attention will be streamlined into other channels and
categories than was the case before the pandemic. Specifically, shoppers
will focus on must-have products – most importantly, FMCG and
healthcare. On the other end of the spectrum are luxury brands, which are
expected to be hit particularly hard even after the outbreak has ended.

Prediction:
Changing purchase
habits post-COVID-19

Buyers will also shift their attention from industries immobilized during
the lockdown – i.e. travel, entertainment, and outside dining.
How can we predict global consumer behavior in the upcoming months?
It’s worth referring to Kantar’s research on Chinese shopping patterns
during the outbreak, as well as the predicted behavior in the ‘New Normal’:

Predictions

According to Kantar, more than 40% of Chinese surveyed admitted to
spending more time on short video apps and digital video platforms
during lock-down. They also reported turning to TV channels (an increase
of 33% from before COVID-19) and visiting digital news platforms to learn
more about the ongoing situation.
Other digital touchpoints that became more popular are social media
(34% longer daily exposure) and online music channels (26%). All this
means that users are already tuned in. Now it’s up to e-commerce
companies to create compelling campaigns that will make them stand out.

https://www.kantar.com/Inspiration/Coronavirus/Measuring-the-impact-of-the-coronavirus-on-Chinas-consumption

A change in media consumption
With users confined to the safety of their homes, on-screen time is
currently much higher than pre-Coronavirus. This creates a higher
potential ROI for ads on digital platforms and TV.

Predictions

2.

Societies worldwide are under social isolation, so it's not surprising that
e-commerce sales are booming. As many as 86% of consumers admit to having
changed their shopping habits to minimize the risk of contracting Coronavirus.
This includes avoiding crowds, improving personal hygiene, working from home
and not eating raw or uncooked meat. This works in favor of e-commerce.

Source: WARC by Ascential

Prediction:
A long-term higher
demand for e-commerce
post-COVID-19

While we predict that in the post-Coronavirus world the demand for
e-commerce will drop, we don’t foresee the demand returning to its
pre-pandemic levels. This might potentially lead to problems.
This situation won’t change if major steps are not taken to ease the
pressure on delivery and distribution.
Additionally, deliveries will have to meet higher hygiene standards to
prevent the return of the pandemic. Some food delivery companies like
Postmaster and DoorDash are currently testing contactless delivery
options. A similar mechanism could be applied to e-commerce deliveries
to limit human interactions and to keep consumers and deliverers safe.

Predictions

3.
Prediction:
Acceleration
of d-commerce
(digital commerce)

Whereas “traditional” e-commerce is based on web pages, more and more
companies want to stand out from the crowd and use digital commerce
solutions to go beyond them. D-commerce can be divided into:
• m-commerce (mobile commerce) – buying through mobile apps
• s-commerce (social commerce) - buying through social platforms
• i-commerce (image commerce) - shoppable images - put on social
platforms, delivered through mailing, etc.
• v-commerce (video commerce) - shoppable video
• g-commerce (games commerce) - buying initiated in games
• a-commerce (automated commerce) - buying through voice
assistants such as Amazon Alexa or Google Home
• IoT-commerce (Internet of Things commerce) - buying through
connected devices, such as Amazon Shelf (which replaced Amazon Dash)
Even before the COVID-19 outbreak, mobile commerce was predicted to
grow to such an extent that 73% of transactions would be initiated from
mobile devices. Yet many customers were reluctant to install the apps of
specific retailers, and this was also accompanied by an ‘anti-app’ trend.
Most consumers have only 60-90 apps on their phones (source:
Buildfire, 2019), and have been reluctant to download new ones.

Predictions

However, between February 15th and March 15th, 2020, we saw
a surge in worldwide grocery app downloads. Below is a study
by Apptopia that shows an increase in popularity for three online
retailers on the U.S. market:

In IoT-commerce, solutions include not only business-to-consumer
e-commerce sales, but also business-to-business sales, as well.
In November 2019, Amazon began trials of a wifi-connected
weight-sensing shelf which automatically restocks office supplies as they
run out. This device can be set to re-order automatically or alert a member
of staff. In times when businesses are limiting the number of employees
who need to physically come to offices, such devices may greatly increase
administrative personnel productivity.

Source: Amazon.com

Predictions

To stop the virus from spreading it is advisable to limit human contact –
Coronavirus is changing the way people interact with each other daily.
This explains the sharp rise in demand for contactless interactions, which
goes hand in hand with advancements in robotics, that in turn gave birth
to another example of automated commerce (a-commerce).
a-commerce lets retailers optimize their shopping experience thanks to
the use of algorithms and smart devices. One of the brands that has
already taken advantage of retail automation is Ocado. They use robots
for picking and packing grocery orders in their warehouses. In 2017,
Tesco tried out an automated delivery system, while Amazon is working
towards launching a fleet of courier drones.
Considering the fact that people are currently fighting the COVID-19
epidemic, the automation trend is very likely here to stay.

Predictions

4.

Consumers say they will continue to spend more time shopping online,
as the fear of the epidemic will be with us for some time. Additionally,
more people will start to appreciate the convenience of online shopping,
and the ease of accessibility aspect of it will become too hard to give up.
However, this doesn’t mean that consumers won’t miss the experience of
actual in-store shopping with the ability to see, touch, and try on products.
The line between digital and physical will have to fade.
Buyers will desire the same level of customer support (which involves
human interaction), the ability to try on products, as well as feeling the
atmosphere of in-house shopping.

Prediction:
The line between physical
and digital will fade

The Coronavirus pushed Lin Qingxuan – a Chinese cosmetics company –
to close 40% of its stores. However, instead of treating it as an obstacle,
the retailer used it as an opportunity to innovate. The company took 100
beauty advisors from the shutdown stores and turned them into online
influencers, who use WeChat to engage with customers online and to
drive sales.
Their solution has proven to be very effective, as they have achieved sales
growth of 200% in comparison to last year.

Predictions

Augmented reality is an attempt to
merge the physical environment with
digital capabilities. There are already
sites or apps which let you try on
makeup or check whether a couch will
match your living room decor. These
solutions are no longer technical
novelties and might be the only way to
try out products if the outbreak extends
further into 2020.

Source: IKEA

Predictions

5.

The digitalization of shopping will lead to the rise of shop streaming,
which is a combination of live streaming and online shopping. This practice
is already in full blossom in China, and is an inseparable component of the
annual Chinese shopping spree known as Singles’ Day.
Local celebrities demonstrate products live and answer any questions
that viewers might have on the spot, which leads to increased
engagement and a significant boost in sales. In 2019, Alibaba broke a new
Singles’ Day record of $38 billion in sales, which further demonstrates the
effectiveness of shop streaming.

Prediction:
Global adoption
of shop streaming
– a live streaming and
shopping experience
Image source: https://technode.com/2019/11/13/livestreams-on-taobao-live-earn-rmb-20-billion-in-sales-on-singles-day/

Predictions

6.

Economic nationalism is a trend that was already gaining momentum in
the years that preceded the COVID-19 outbreak. It also falls in line with
the notion of sustainability and the call for choosing local produce to
reduce our carbon footprint.

Prediction:
Economic nationalism –
people might turn
to buying local products

Post-COVID-19, consumers are expected to continue favoring locally
sourced fresh produce (such as eggs, dairy, meat, etc.). This will no longer
be perceived as an effort to reduce CO2 emissions, but rather as support
for the country's economy.

It is expected that the trend for supporting regional manufacturers and
farmers will only strengthen as countries recover from the economic loss
experienced during the illness.
A Nielsen survey on disloyalty in 2019 found that customers’ choices are
heavily influenced based on product’s origin. Some 11% of global
consumers admitted to buying products manufactured exclusively in their
countries. Meanwhile, more than half (54%) of respondents said that their
shopping carts were mostly nationally-sourced, with only a few
exceptions to the rule.

As far as long-shelf-life food, cosmetics, and home-care products are
concerned, customers are still likely to choose the brands they trusted
pre-COVID-19. Information on the location of production plants won’t be
the primary factor in influencing customer choices for these categories.

Predictions

7.
Prediction:
We don’t know how fast
COVID-19 will dissipate across
the world. It can be expected
that countries will enter
the ‘New Normal’ phase
at different points in time

The Coronavirus hits countries with various strengths and at different
points in time. While some states such as China and South Korea already
have it under control, others like USA, the United Kingdom or Germany
are in the middle of their fight against the epidemic. This might prove
challenging for e-commerce and will require marketing localization.
A leading Chinese dairy company is a great example of how this issue can
be dealt with in an efficient way. The company created multiple segments
based on regional and city discovery dynamics, its supply chain
infrastructure, and salesforce density. The factory supply from badly
impacted areas was moved to factories in safer regions in a phased
approach. They also modified their marketing activities, messaging and
budget to account for regional differences in expected recovery speed,
consumer sentiment, and needs.

Predictions

The Coronavirus crisis revealed
weaknesses in the current e-commerce
model - and major players are already
working on fixing them.
We are about to witness an unparalleled change in the global economy.
While this isn’t the first pandemic to happen in the Internet era, it is the first
to have seriously disrupted the way we conduct day-to-day operations.

The key areas that require an adjustment to the new
reality are:
1. The efficiency of structure. After the initial surge in sales (i.e. customers
stocking up on goods) at offline stores, people quickly turned to e-commerce
as their primary source for delivery. The delivery capacity of most stores as of
March 2020 is severely lacking, if not entirely immobilized.
Currently, the increased demand is causing disruptions to the supply chain
and to delivery. Ocado is running out of delivery slots, and customers are
being forced to wait a few days or even weeks to have their shopping
delivered.

As a result, people have started searching
for e-stores ‘off the beaten track’. If the key
e-commerce shops are not able to keep up
with delivery, they might eventually lose out
to competitors.
2. Logistics chain. Managing timely
deliveries is just one piece of the puzzle. The
more important question is how to offer a
safe and effective way of reaching producers.
Traditional e-commerce companies might
currently be incapable of stocking up on
items or raw materials for in-house
production.
3. Inflexible production & supply chain. Even if logistics and
delivery efficiency are taken care of, e-commerce might still be impacted
by disruptions in manufacturing. This can be caused either by internal
difficulties of the manufacturer or by national restrictions. For instance,
as of late March 2020, all but necessary production plants have been
shut down in Italy. This will likely have severe economic consequences in
the months to come.
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Recomendations

Recommendations for the
post-coronavirus e-commerce reality:
The Coronavirus pandemic is causing serious
disruptions for businesses worldwide. Yet, we
strongly believe that with the right steps, its
detrimental impact can be minimized.
Listed below are all the actions that we believe
e-commerce firms should take, grouped with
regards to three time perspectives:

Immediate actions:
to be taken during the current crisis.

Mid-term recommendations:
to be implemented within the next 2-3 months

Longer-term:
6 months

Recomendations

Immediate actions:
to be taken during the current crisis.

1. Content keyword optimization

3. Maintain balanced channel management

Include the right keywords in your e-commerce content, i.e. keywords,
which matter to your target audience right now. Some of them might be
first-time buyers. Use ARA to learn which terms and expressions are
sought after and include these in your product content (title and product
description).

Don’t neglect e-stores which had a relatively low number of visits before
the crisis. Once people fail to find their favorite products in mainstream
stores, they’ll turn to smaller retailers.

2. Closely monitor the 3P sellers’ prices,
ratings, and reviews
Frequently, in order to win sales, some 3P sellers sell their products at a
price lower than the recommended retail price. However, with the rise of
Coronavirus, they might raise their prices. As a result, these sellers may
get low ratings and bad reviews, which could damage the overall brand
perception of the products they sell. People don’t react positively to
sellers who excessively increase prices during a crisis and when the
situation normalizes, their negative experiences remain.

Monitor Google Shopping to find out where competitive products can be
found and ensure you cover those channels as well.

4. Keep older consumers in mind
Assist older consumers who are unfamiliar with online services such as
e-grocery shopping by offering them tutorials and one-to-one
walkthroughs (and acquire new customers in the process).
Also, consider partnering with charities and other organizations that
offer emotional and practical support to seniors in self-isolation at home.

Recomendations

Immediate actions:
to be taken during the current crisis.

5. Offer special deals and discounts on
first-need products
FMCG companies should capitalize on living in the new, post-COVID-19
norm by offering special deals and discounts on first-need products. For
FMCG companies, it’s an opportunity to strengthen their brand loyalty.

6. Turn to creative advertising
Think outside of the box and consider promoting your product/business
on one of the “food delivery” apps – Postmasters and DoorDash. The
number of these kinds of apps will increase, and so will your opportunity
to advertise.

Recomendations

Mid-term recommendations:
to be implemented within the next 2-3 months

1. Set up a direct-to-consumer (DTC)
channel.

2. Implement a recommendation engine
in your DTC store.

If you do not have a D2C channel in place, set one up as soon as possible.
In the long term it may be the only way to maintain control over the whole
customer experience and directly manage the logistic and supply chain
processes. It requires adjusting logistics and supply chain management,
but right now, with so many customers locked down in their homes and
having online as the only way to shop, it may be necessary anyway. Setting
up your own D2C store does not mean that all consumers will buy directly
from you on day one, it just means adding your own channel to the mix –
just like airlines sell their tickets via travel companies but also directly.

An effective recommendation engine is one that knows when and what
to offer customers. Especially at a time like now, you need to make your
clients feel safe and keep them stocked up for several weeks. By
reminding your customers that they need to buy an item, you’ll be more
than just an app that offers a good customer experience. You’ll become
their go-to e-commerce outlet and retain them well into the
post-Coronavirus reality.

Your store may be run directly on your company website. However, as
more than half of global traffic in 2019 came from mobile devices, make
sure you also have a mobile e-store. We recommend that you build it
based on PWA (Progressive Web Apps) technology, which offers quick
store loading and reloading time.

Recomendations

Mid-term recommendations:
to be implemented within the next 2-3 months

3. Take efforts to capitalize on demand,
even when there are out-of-stock issues.
One way of approaching temporary shortages is by offering a way to sign
up for a waitlist. A great example of this approach is the hand sanitizer
brand Touchland. They have decided to offer a pre-release order list
instead of displaying an ‘out-of-stock’ message. This way, they assure
their customers that hand sanitizers will be shipped as soon as they’re
manufactured in late-March:

https://touchland.com/

4. Take note of people changing their habits.
It is often said that it takes 21 days to change or create a new habit. In
e-commerce terms, this means you need to stay in touch with your new
customers. Depending on your model, this might mean paying greater
attention to user onboarding or offering incentives such as loyalty programs.
All these actions need to happen early on in the customer journey.

Recomendations

Mid-term recommendations:
to be implemented within the next 2-3 months

5. Take steps to increase your capacity.
You will need to scale to match the number of customers you retain in
each stage of the pandemic. As mentioned above, if you are not able to
handle your customers’ requests quickly, they’ll look for alternatives.

6. Consider a subscription model.
If your e-commerce sells products that are purchased cyclically, consider
implementing a subscription model as an alternative to one-off
purchases. You can offer your customers a lower price per unit on batch
orders. This might work especially well if your goods don’t currently have
a favorable price: value ratio evaluation.
From a company perspective, offering subscriptions means getting a
boost in recurring revenue. This will let you maintain stability in the
post-pandemic economy and help your operations make more accurate
quarterly predictions.

7. Analyze the steps of the customer and
delivery journey to see which areas can be
automated.
Automation will become indispensable for e-commerce dealing with
a large volume of orders. Review which areas don’t necessarily require
human work and consider moving your employees into departments
where human-to-human interaction is as important as ever. This might
mean, for instance, investing in live-stream sales or emulating the
real-life shopping experience known from brick-and-mortar stores.

8. Be transparent about the origins of your
product.
This advice is particularly applicable for e-commerce that offer fresh
produce, as well as fashion & beauty items. If you can influence where
you source items from, consider stocking up on locally produced goods.
If you do so, underline this in your communication. You will increase your
chances of success if the economic nationalism trend comes true.

Recomendations

Longer-term:
6 months

1. Implement d-commerce solutions.
Increased demand for e-commerce also means increased digitization.
Consider all the forms going beyond e-commerce based purely on
websites to stand out from the crowd. Solutions might include mobile
commerce, social and image commerce – making use of transactional
capabilities of social media, video commerce with opportunities for
interactive video, games commerce, automated commerce with voice
ordering via interactive assistants and the Internet of Things – connected
devices which can re-stock things automatically.

2. The rapid development of logistics.
Logistics must be improved in order to make product delivery more
efficient. Think about automatic lockers. For example, the Polish delivery
company InPost lets users open postboxes directly from their phones to
pick up their deliveries.

You can also consider setting separate delivery times for different
product categories (first-need goods would be delivered faster than
other types of products). If you choose this path, make sure to display
the delivery time on the product page and upon checkout to manage
customer expectations.

3. Focus on strengthening the collaboration
of production and sales.
Use a more agile approach – shift production to different areas (e.g. hand
sanitizing gel produced by cosmetics companies).

Recomendations

Longer-term:
6 months

4. Take advantage of ‘retailtainment’
or shop streaming.
Use video commerce solutions and engage shop assistants, experts or
influencers to promote your products live. This will have a positive impact
on user engagement and, in turn, increase your sales.

5. Account for changes in people’s buying
patterns.
The Coronavirus has changed consumers’ buying patterns. While
some products like luxury items and online entertainment will be in
less demand, others like advanced epidemic prevention, apparel, drugs,
and cosmetics will be more popular. Try to adjust your sales offer to the
current demand.

6. E-commerce needs to be developed
with regards to regional/local specifics
(as per situation on KPIs per market).
The Coronavirus has a distinct impact on markets, which are at different
stages of battling the virus. This indicates that their needs vary – for
example, consumers in China who have nearly overcome the epidemic
will need different products than consumers in Europe who are in the
middle of the fight.
E-commerce business will also encounter various problems, dictated by
the stage of the pandemic that the market is currently in.
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How can we help?

Molecular BBDO provides
individually tailored e-commerce
solutions to COVID-19 challenges.
If you would like to quickly transition to the new reality, Molecular BBDO will be
thrilled to give you a hand. We’ll help address all your current challenges, evaluate
the impact the pandemic has on your business, and will help you tread the path
towards success in the new, post-COVID-19 e-commerce reality.

How can we help?

Molecular BBDO can support you in the following areas – which for the purpose of clarity are grouped into an ABCDE model:

A

B

C

D

E

Audit

Behavior

Content

Deployment

Evolution

Checking your
market presence
and recommending
improvements to
drive sales

Analyzing how
audiences buy
online and
recommending
the most efficient
e-commerce
channel strategy
and sales models

Preparing or adapting
all assets for
e-commerce: images,
titles, descriptions,
product benefits,
brand zones,
shop-in-shop, rich
content and other
forms

Syndication of content
into e-tailers platforms
and including
marketing automation
tools which help
generate extra sales
even from existing
customer base

Building DTC
(direct-to-consumer)
stores, mobile commerce
stores and d-commerce
solutions such as social
commerce, image
commerce, video
commerce, games
commerce, automated
voice assistants
commerce or Internet
of Things commerce

How can we help?

As this area grows quickly, we can help you
introduce new martech (marketing technology
solutions) and help you put in place structures,
processes and technology to make your
e-commerce work for you in the most profitable way.

Reach out to us at the contacts below and let’s
discuss how we can help you with your goals.
Igor Kalenski, Global E-commerce Lead & CEO
igor.kalenski@molecularbbdo.com
Aga Sitarczuk, Global E-commerce Business Director
aga.sitarczuk@molecularbbdo.com
Joanna Malinowska, E-commerce Account Director
joanna.malinowska@molecularbbdo.com
Tadeusz Żórawski, Global E-commerce Strategy Director
tadeusz.zorawski@molecularbbdo.com
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